Let’s Go to the Museum!

You’re going to listen to Eric, who is a guide at a museum. He’s going to tell you about some interesting things.

You’ll answer some questions, sometimes by putting a cross in the correct box and sometimes by writing one or more words. At the end you’ll hear everything Eric says once again without pauses.

• • • When you answer questions with alternatives, choose ONE alternative only. All your answers must be in English. • • •

1. How long has Eric been a guide?

   For ________________________________

2. What does Eric say about his job?

   A  It’s boring to do the same thing every day  
   B  He’s happy every day at his job  
   C  His friends think he has a great job  
   D  He doesn’t like the questions kids ask  

   • • •
3. What day of the week is the museum closed?

__________________________________________________________________________

4. What *can’t* you do in the cafeteria?

A  Eat a pasta salad
B  Buy a hamburger meal
C  Eat homemade sandwiches
D  Buy something to drink

5. Why does the museum close for one month?

Because ________________________________________________________________

6. How much are the tickets for ...

• children? $ _____    Ages: _____ – _____

• adults? $ _____
7. Why are some stars brighter than others? (Write two things.)

They are ...

- ____________________________
- ____________________________

8. What does Eric say about the stars?

A You don’t need a telescope to see Rigel  
B There are about one million stars in the Universe  
C You can see billions of stars without a telescope  
D The stars closest to Earth are the biggest

9. What does Eric say about the moon changing size?

A Late at night it does  
B It never changes size  
C Early in the evening it does  
D It happens near the horizon

10. —
11. What was the competition about?

A  Breaking a lot of eggs
B  Starting a space club at school
C  Holding your breath for 45 seconds
D  Making a rocket that could fly

12. How long did Alice and her friends work on the project?

A  Four months
B  Seven days
C  Four weeks
D  One year

13. What is said about the competition?

A  Everybody liked to be a part of it
B  It is difficult to make everybody happy
C  Experts have written books about it
D  Some schools just entered it for money

14. What did Alice and her friends win? (Write two things.)

•
•
•
15. What does Eric say about oceans?

A Circulating water has a low temperature
B Oceans freeze at zero degrees
C Salt water never freezes
D Parts of some oceans are always frozen

16. Why don’t oceans freeze all the way to the bottom?

They are ________________________________

17. What can you learn in the lab? (Give one example.)

______________________________________________

18. What’s one theory about the function of sleep?

A You lose a lot of your energy
B It puts you in a very bad mood
C Your brain organizes information
D It often makes you wake up too early

• • •
19. How many minutes of quiet sleep are there in a sleep cycle?

About _______ minutes

20. What does Eric say about dreaming?

A Everybody can tell what they’ve been dreaming
B The brain never turns off during your sleep
C Most people have bad dreams every night
D Dreams are like computer games

21. What things can you buy in the souvenir shop? (Give two examples.)

• __________________________________________
• __________________________________________